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Annex 4: National development plan: datasheet measure M49

Translation of the datasheet measure M49:

P72: Kreis Segeberg – Lübeck – Göhl

Project P72 with the measures M49, M50 and M351 is part of the federal demand plan act as
Project No. 42.The project was first assessed in the 2012 network development plan. The
Federal Network Agency has confirmed network development plan first time in 2013. In the
network development plan 2019-2030 the test is carried out taking into account load flow
controlling elements, higher Utilization of existing networks through overhead line
monitoring and other innovations, their implementation and effect can already be specifically
described today.

The transmission system operators are targeting a start-up of the project in 2027.

The objective of project P72 is to increase transmission capacity in Schleswig-Holstein and
from Schleswig-Holstein to the south.

Measure M49: Lübeck – Siems

Measure M49 is confirmed.

Description:

Within the scope of measure M49, the transmission system operators are planning the
construction of a new 380 -kV -line to replace the existing 220 kV underground cable
between Lübeck and Siems. In Lübeck and Siems, the switchgear must be reinforced.
Measure M49 is intended to provide an (n-1) secure connection of the HVDC transmission
grid "Baltic Cable" to Sweden, thus enabling the secure exchange of power between Germany
and Sweden.

Efficacy:

Measure M49 cannot be justified on the basis of avoiding an (n-1) breakdown in the
transmission network itself. The overloads they are intended to prevent happen in the
underlying 110 kV grid.  This has already been tested in the 2024 (2013) network development
plan with an integrated network data record. In the network development plan 2017-2030, the
SH-Netz AG repeated this examination and in particular also examined an alternative expansion
in the distribution network. Although the load and feed-in situation in Siems has not changed
significantly, the Federal Network Agency has again reviewed the effectiveness of the measure
in the network development plan 2019-2030 using an integrated network data record of SH
Netz AG.

Without measure M49, the capacity of the 'Baltic Cable', which leads to Sweden and is
connected to the German grid at the substation of Herrenwyk, will be transported entirely via
the 110 kV grid in case of breakdown of the existing 220 – high-voltage-line. As the 110 kV
grid is not designed for the transport of high power, the transmission capacity of the "Baltic
Cable" should be reduced. This limitation of cross-border capacity with Sweden has to be
carried out temporarily already today, but entail costs of compensation payments, as the
operator of the Baltic Cable is legally entitled to an n-1 secure grid connection. Measure M49
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would ensure the transport of power via the Baltic Cable even in the (n-1) case and alleviate
overloads in the 110 kV grid. The effectiveness of measure M49 depends largely on the
operation  of  the  Baltic  Cable.  If  the  Baltic  Cable  would  be  discontinued,  the  measure  M 49
could probably also be cancelled. However, the Federal Network Agency has no sufficient
information on this at present.

Necessity

The maximum utilisation rate of measure M49 is 15% in scenario A 2030. A utilization rate
of less than 20% is an indicator that the expansion could possibly also take place in the
distribution network (see point Necessity criterion). At the request of the Federal Network
Agency, the responsible distribution system operator has developed an alternative expansion
in the distribution network. However, the calculations have shown that in the case of an
alternative expansion in the distribution network would be significantly more expensive in all
variants examined. In addition, in some cases a significantly higher space requirement is to be
expected from several parallel 110 kV underground cable systems. The Federal Network
Agency therefore refrains from these alternatives and confirms the necessity for the measure
M49.

Fossil-fuel phase-out scenario 2038 (C 2038*)

The measure will also be effective in the scenario of Fossil-fuel phase-out by 2038 at the
latest. In Siems there is no coal-fired power station which feeds power into the grid, so the
effectiveness will not be changed.

Alternatives

The distribution grid operator SH Netz examined four alternatives for the measure M49.
However, all alternatives would result in a significantly higher expansion volume, which is
why the Federal Network Agency confirms measure M49.

Assessment

The measure proves to be effective and necessary in all scenarios. Although it has a low
utilization rate, the measure cannot be replaced meaningfully by an alternative expansion in the
distribution  network.  It  will  significantly  contribute  to  the  reduction  of  the  load  on  the
alternating current grid and will reduce congestion managements.
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